
events and exhibitions

Hammonds: www.hammonds.com

DMH Stallard: www.dmhstallard.com

McDaniel & Co: www.mcdanielandco.co.uk
ACID Accredited Law Firms can be contacted by Acid
members via the Acid Legal Hotline:

+44 (0) 0845 230 5742

HOTLINES...
Membership Office:
+44 (0)845 644 3617

Membership fax:
+44 (0)845 644 3618

e.mail: help@acid.uk.com

ACID Members Legal Hotline:
+44 (0)845 230 5742

Legal Hotline fax:
+44 (0)845 644 3618

e.mail: legal@acid.uk.com

Nothing in this newsletter is intended to be a complete
statement of the current law and you should always take
specialist advice in respect of your own particular
circumstances.   ©ACID 2008

www.acid.uk.com
www.acid.designsales.co.uk
www.acidnews.info
www.mediatetoresolve.com

ACID (Anti Copying in Design) Ltd. 
PO BOX 5078, Gloucester, GL19 3YB

ACID recommends the following 
ACID Accredited  Law Firms:

ACID/DMH Stallard/
BCFA Seminar

ACID Registered Head Office: 
Adelaide House, London Bridge EC4R 9HA

Company Reg. No. 3402512   VAT Reg. No.  707 5923 23

ACID EXHIBITION PRESENCE
Autumn Fair - Hall3 stand L02 
7th-10th September 2008
NEC Birmingham
http://www.autumnfair.com

100% Design - stand L5
18th-21st September 2008
Earls Court, London
http://www.100percentdesign.co.uk

Decorex - stand K345
21st-24th September 2008
Royal Hospital, Chelsea
http://www.decorex.com

The UK Design Council
34 Bow Street, 
London WC2E 7DL

BOOKING NOW!!!
Cost ACID & BCFA Members £75.00+ VAT

Non-Members £95.00+ VAT

To reserve a place e-mail
Jane.Stephenson@acid.uk.com

At a fantastic exhibition of the
best in new and exciting light
design held at The Annual
Lighting Association AGM at
Rugby, ACID sponsored the 
four winners with the
presentation of free 
ACID support and membership. 

Top: Student Lighting Designer
2008 Loic De Buck winner with
his 'AirLight' design.

Above right: Energy Efficient
Student Lighting Designer 2008
Luke Dixon - 'Switch'

Right: Second Place Laura
Hibbert - 'Cara'

The winners also received a Safe Pitch kit designed to help
form collaborative design relationships with commercial
partners. The Safe Pitch kit includes several industry standard
agreements and guidelines for responding to pitches or
tenders. 

Loic De Buck responded to his award saying "The one year
membership of ACID is great to get, I really value the benefits
that this offers me and I will definitely stay a member after
this year." 

This was the first event to consolidate the relationship
between the Lighting Association and ACID as trade
association partners. The Lighting Association also hosted a
Design Protection seminar where Dids Macdonald, ACID’s CEO
and Jo Alderson from ACID Accredited law firm Hammonds
outlined the basis of a sound IP strategy and offered help and
guidelines to those wishing to protect and exploit their
intellectual property. Peter Hunt, incoming CEO said,
"We are committed to supporting bright new talent within 
the lighting sector and to raising awareness of UK design and
protection. This is the first event of many with ACID which we
hope will help those within the lighting industry to develop
their own IP strategies."

The award winners are shown receiving their prizes from 
Bruce Davidson, President of the Lighting Association.

Third Place
Jason Cooper -
'Ceejay' >

Highly Commended
Chooi-leng Tan - 

'Pouring Light' >

< Phillips award 
Daniel Ward - 'Lloyd
The Bankers Light'

< Highly Commended
for ‘Honeycomb’ 
from Brunel student
Christopher Harkin

followed by drinks & canapes (till 19.45)

9th October 2008
16.00 - 18.15pm

‘Design Protection- 
Are You IP Savvy?’
IP in contract interiors
& design

SPOTLIGHT 
ON YOUNG
DESIGNERS

Dids Macdonald, ACID’s CEO
and Peter Hunt 

incoming CEO of 
The Lighting Association
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A GLOBAL IP
STRATEGY...

MEDIA URGED TO SUPPORT ACID’s ACTIONS!  FX EDITOR SPEAKS OUT SEE PAGE 2

Issue 33
2008

E-BAY PAY
£31 MILLION!

ACT TO PROTECT
YOUR VALUE > SEE PAGE 3

FINED FOR SALE OF COUNTERFEIT
PRODUCTS ON AUCTION SITE > PAGE 4

Obtain, Exploit or Attack?
SEE GLOBAL IP INDEX > PAGE 7

Original
or Copy?

LOOKALIKE
PACKAGING...

JOHN NOBLE - British Brands Group
reviews lookalike packaging - ‘PROTECTING BRANDS’

M&S
and
Robert Welch
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Over the past few months our attention has been drawn to on-line
auction houses – in particular e-bay where counterfeit goods
appear for sale often with buyers being misled and overpaying for
inferior goods.  Designer/manufacturers (including some ACID
members) suffer as a consequence as the originality and value of
their products are diluted by counterfeits.

Policing the source of these fake goods is a monster particularly
when the dinosaur responsible is only just stirring in Europe and
still asleep in the States!  Tiffany & Co have just lost a 4 year case
against e-bay where a Manhattan Judge ruled that an on-line
retailer did not have legal responsibility to prevent its users from
selling counterfeit items on its on-line market place. Conversely, in
Europe, a French court has ruled in favour of Hermes in a case they
brought against e-bay which involved the sale of counterfeit
Hermes handbags. This case set a precedent and the result has
made e-bay sit up.  Louis Vuitton followed suit and has just been
awarded 40m euros over counterfeiting charges against e-bay.  
So it now looks like e-bay is going to have to regulate their sales
policies in Europe and the US to avoid contempt and damages in
Europe. Oh dear!

None of this makes real sense to ACID.  Many of our members have
neither the time nor financial clout to take e-bay to court when
they discover an on-line copy of their product. However, we believe
if the luxury goods market makes enough noise and generates
sufficient publicity to improve consumer awareness about buying
fakes on line and if they continue to send a message of zero
tolerance to e-bay, there will be a ripple effect down the line which
will ultimately benefit ‘smaller’ designer/manufacturers. Given time,
the monster just may be tamed.

As for e-bay, ACID understands they claim they take counterfeiting
very seriously. E-bay points to the steps it has taken since the
Hermes case was first launched to improve its anti-counterfeiting
measures – they have invested $20m dollars in an IP strategy and
even feature a ‘How to spot a fake, authentics guide’ on their site.
But ACID believes steps like these just aren’t enough when the
consumer is motivated by discount prices and glowing product
descriptions. Are they really going to be bothered to check 
the origin of their purchase? We think not. Fakes need to be
stopped at source and as far as we are concerned the buck stops
with e-bay!

If any ACID members have suffered at the hands of e-bay
please let us know.  We are launching a campaign against
on-line fakes and the more case studies and evidential
proof we can gather, the stronger our case.

With the autumn exhibition season fast approaching, the ACID
team wishes you good and safe trading.  Exhibitions are a fantastic
show case for original design but also the perfect shopping mall
for design thieves. Products can be photographed, e-mailed to the
Far East, in manufacture within 24hours and back on our shelves
within a week!  The ACID logo is your powerful brand of
deterrence so please display it
prominently on your stand – 
the logo will let visitors know you
have a robust IP policy in place!

Look forward to seeing you there.
Best wishes

Dids Macdonald, 
Chief Executive of ACID
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e-bay FAKES FEED THE MONSTER!

Theresa
Dowling
FX 
Editor in Chief

I’m delighted 
to be invited as guest 
editor of ACID NEWS, 
as I have followed and
supported ACID since its
inception 10 years ago.
Seeing the organisation 
grow to the forceful
lobbying powerhouse 
it has become, 
reminds all of us how
indifferent attitudes 
were to design theft 
a decade ago...

Someone ripping your design off
for their commercial profit was
considered, by the perpetrators, 

as a fair cop. Difficult to police,
impossible to stop, and expensive to
even try, our industry was becoming
increasingly corrupt.

With the exhibition season
with us, this is the time that
many of us get inspiration
from other designers work
on display. All good and
healthy evolution for design
and designers. But there is a
line to cross here – too
much "inspiration" is a copy,
a forgery, a theft. One of the
most powerful ACID slogans
must be 'You wouldn't say
that coping was the
sincerest from of flattery if it cost you your
business!'

Let’s flashback to 1997 when new
technology advanced the ease and speed of
plagiarism. Prototypes displayed at
exhibitions could be videoed and transmitted
across the world for unscrupulous
manufacturers to reap the dividends. Raising
awareness of this immoral practice by ACID
had a significant effect on our national
psyche. Hitherto it was widely recognised
that other countries were in breach of
copyright law, but, with the exception of a
handful of quiet murmurings, our own
national industry wouldn’t stoop so low. Not
so. ACID exposed the unlawful and
outrageous behaviour of British companies.
Slowly people were waking up to its
injustice. With ACID’s professional marketing

and promotional skills, backed by the very
best legal teams, infringing copyright became
top of the agenda. Naming and Shaming the
cowboys became compulsive reading and
talking points within our design industry

So instead of whispering injustices and
watching resigned companies limp into

liquidation, action is needed.
Rip offs need to be exposed
and be both visible and
audible. Injustice should be
screamed angrily from the
rooftops. Media companies
can help ACID publicise their
work to give them visible
lobbying power and, moreover,
teeth to bite back. FX is a keen
media supporter of ACID and
our readers love reading about
the controversial cases (and

they always are where money is involved).
And it’s a warning to those who naively think
that things haven’t moved on over a decade,
and ripping off designers is still fair game.

There’s still much to be done, this won’t go
away, but turning a blind eye and shrugging
shoulders is not an option. It can happen to
you. But with 250+ successful settlements
there is help. Support ACID – it’s in everyone’s
interest.

'Theft is theft, whether it’s
your wallet or a design'

Media companies
can help ACID

publicise their work
to give them visible

lobbying power
and, moreover,

teeth to bite back.

www.fxmagazine.co.uk
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Robert Welch’s recent success in its discussions with M&S
over the similar packaging of their respective cutlery
products is all too rare and is to be warmly welcomed.

Wherever value is created, be it in product or packaging
functionality, design or reputation, there will always be those
keen to free ride on that value, requiring companies to be
constantly alert and ready to take action. Those that do and
succeed, like Robert Welch, send a clear message to those who
seek to copy.

The difficulty in the UK is that the tools with which to take action are
woefully limited. The designers who produce the copies are adept at
designing around registered intellectual property rights such as trade
marks and designs, avoiding infringements. Bringing a passing off
action is also extremely difficult, as it can be hard to prove to a court
that there has been a misrepresentation when the copy carries a
completely different name and an action becomes nigh impossible if the
original is either too new in the market or does not have the scale to
build a significant reputation in its packaging. In 2006 these
shortcomings were at last formally recognised by the Treasury-
sponsored Gowers Review.

Both ACID and the British Brands Group have been seeking a solution to
this gap in UK law for over ten years and it has proved a "difficult" policy
area. Whether a pack design is sufficiently similar to mislead consumers
and distort the market is not black and white (except in relatively
extreme cases) and the fact that "you know one when you see one" cuts
little ice with policymakers. There is also the question of which policy
"silo" the problem rests, whether consumer protection, competition or
an unfair business-to-business practice (in truth of course it is all three.) 

The Government’s preferred solution is the new Consumer Protection
from Unfair Trading Regulations (CPRs), recently announced in ACID
News. How effective these will be remains to be seen however. They are
unlikely to offer protection if consumers are unaware of the original
product (and thereby not misled). Furthermore, only authorities such as
Trading Standards and the OFT are able to enforce them, not individual
companies. A review has been promised in two years’ time to assess
their impact.

While the wheels of policy turn slowly towards a solution, what should
companies do? Here the advice is clear. Take action with whatever tools
are available and build a reputation for defending your creativity and
distinctiveness strongly. At the very least, inform Trading Standards of
every instance when designs are ripped off, using the CPRs as the
context. The European Brands Association (AIM) found in a survey that,
where companies took action, most achieved a positive outcome.

Wherever value 
is created, 
be it in product 
or packaging
functionality, 
design or
reputation, 
there will always 
be those keen 
to free ride 
on that value. 

JOHN NOBLE
Director
British Brands Group

Act to protect
YOUR VALUE
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Cutlery and gifts
specialist Robert Welch
Designs Ltd and Marks
and Spencer plc have
reached a confidential
settlement to the
satisfaction of both
parties involving a
design dispute.

Robert Welch claimed
that Marks and Spencer
plc had copied packaging
designs from Robert
Welch’s "Radford" cutlery range on
Marks and Spencer’s "Loxley" and
"Oxford" cutlery collection.  Marks
and Spencer deny any copying has
taken place and maintain that the
packaging was independently
designed.  No admission of liability
has been made.

Images of the packaging in issue are shown above. 
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Madeleine has created ranges of Chandeliers where
the main features are the use of recycled teacups
and lanterns made from recycled Jelly bowls.  She is
an innovator in this field and has had a number of
commissions based on the design. So it was with
great surprise and disappointment that Madeleine
noticed someone offering identical items for sale
on the web site www.beshlie.co.uk

Madeleine immediately contacted ACID Accredited
Law Firm McDaniel and Co through the ACID legal
hotline and a letter before claim was sent.  A quick
and effective result was achieved with the website
removed and Madeleine satisfied that she had met
her commercial objective which was to continue to
sell her unique products by continuing to create
something opulent – a chandelier – out of humble
objects. Visitors to the site will see the words
"BESHLIE SITE OFF LINE"

ACID member Madeleine Boulesteix
creates unusual, unique lighting designs
that combine art and function.
Madeleine creates her original designs
from recycled material, particularly
kitchen utensils. Says Madeleine,
"Making things by reusing satisfies many
needs and provides a framework to be
inventive within. For me it’s a challenge,
what can I find that’s been discarded
that could be used for something else?"

This was the position in the recent case of Meridian International
Services v Richardson [2008]. Meridian commissioned (and paid)
Richardson to develop some bespoke software but the parties failed to
agree who would own the copyright in the software.  The High Court held
that, in the absence of agreement otherwise, Richardson owned the
copyright. Meridian argued that the court should imply a term into the
contract with Richardson effectively assigning the copyright to Meridian or
granting it an exclusive licence of the copyright.  The court refused to do this.  

A court will generally be reluctant to imply into a contract an assignment or
licence of copyright in favour of a commissioning party.  It would need to be
satisfied that inclusion of the term would be ‘so obvious it goes without
saying’.  However, if the parties had never even thought about who should
own the copyright, this issue cannot really be said to be ‘so obvious’ that a
term should be implied. 

In any event, litigation such as this is costly and time consuming and should
be a position of last resort only.  

To avoid problems arising when works are commissioned,
Patricia Jones of ACID Accredited law Firm Hammonds
recommends the following:

DO enter into a contract with the designer 

DO ensure that the contract is in writing

DO include a term in the contract making it clear that you will own the
copyright (and all related rights) in the finished work

DO include an indemnity in the contract just in case the work infringes
third party IP rights and you get sued.  The indemnity would oblige the
designer to reimburse you for any damages that you are ordered to pay

DO take legal advice on the wording of the contract if you are in 
any doubt

LOOKALIKE
CHANDELIERS
LOSE THEIR
SPARKLE

THE POTENTIAL PITFALLS OF
COMMISSIONING WORKS –

ACID ALERT!
It is common for businesses to commission third parties to
design literature, software, websites, artwork or similar for
them.  These works will be protected by copyright and, unless
the parties have agreed otherwise, it will be the third party
designer that owns the copyright.  This is a problem, as it will
restrict how the business is able to use the copyright work. 

Robert Welch Designs Limited
and Marks & Spencer plc
>>>

www.madeleineboulesteix.co.uk

ACID comment: 
"Increasingly designers are
discovering look alike designs
when they take the trouble to
watch the market on the internet
– so copyists beware, whilst you
might think it is a great medium
to pedal look alike products, 
it’s a relatively small sector specific
market and it can be relatively
easy to be shut down when
alleged copying is discovered".

eBay has also been ordered to block sales of genuine LVMH perfumes under the brands Christian Dior,
Kenzo, Guerlain and Givenchy and these brands alone were awarded £2.5m. This ruling follows
another order from a French court to pay 20,000 euros to Hermes for offering counterfeit bags 
for sale.

eBay has stated that they will appeal the ruling and a spokesperson claimed that LVMH were
attempting to "protect uncompetitive commercial practices at the expense of consumer choice and the
livelihood of law-abiding sellers that eBay empowers every day."  However, they also stated that they
were investing over $20 million a year to tackle counterfeiting. LVMH welcomed the ruling as a way to
protect brands from "parasitical practices"

ACID has previously had feedback from its members concerning copied products being offered for sale
through eBay and welcomes the award to LVMH.  Both eBay and YouTube claim protection from the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act, which protects companies from claims of IP theft as long as they
identify fake items and remove them from the site.  ACID applauds these major luxury brands for
taking action against the increasing problem of counterfeiting and this new ruling would appear to
suggest that internet companies need to be far more proactive in monitoring for illegal activity and
counterfeit products

The French Tribunal de Commerce has recently ruled that eBay must pay
£31 million pounds to luxury goods maker Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessy
(LVMH) for failing to block sales of counterfeit LVMH products.

ordered To Pay £31 million to
Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessy!

Madeleine Boulesteix
original designs.

Above: 
8 Cup Chandelier

and right:
Just Dessert
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action

In the first action, despite denying
design infringement, Dean Fairhurst 
of DF Furniture Ltd has settled an
alleged intellectual property dispute
prior to going to court and paid
substantial legal costs to bespoke
kitchen company Chiselwood Ltd 
and has issued the following 
apology:

"Dean Fairhurst of D F Furniture Ltd used
drawings created by Chiselwood Ltd
(without permission) to build a kitchen
to a specification set out in the
drawings. D F Furniture admits that it
then used photographs of this kitchen 
in promotional material in its brochures
and on its website. All such images have
now been removed. D F Furniture Ltd
apologises to Chiselwood Ltd for the use
of its drawings and undertakes not to
use the photographs, or the drawings, 
in any capacity whatsoever at any time 
in the future."

Dids Macdonald, Chief Executive of ACID
said, "Increasingly companies are taking action
against this type of unauthorised use of kitchen
design drawings and specifications and
Chiselwood are sending a crystal clear message
within the UK kitchen industry that they will
take any potential infringement of their designs
seriously".

Macdonald, recently seen on BBC Crime Watch
discussing the serious issue of design and
copyright, continued by saying, "Following a
recent precedent design law judgment,
designers like Chiselwood who win awards and
media accolades, will now have a much
stronger case as judges will now consider these
in determining whether designs are "novel" and
have "distinctive" character – a key factor in
determining design rights".

Chiselwood were awarded the title National
Kitchen Designer in 2005 and received the
KBSA’s prestigious National Design Innovation

DOUBLE ACTIONS
FOR CHISELWOOD
KITCHENS! >>>

Award in 2006. Managing Director, Mel
Holliday, discovered the alleged infringement of
their work on reading a national kitchen
magazine in May 2007 and immediately
recognised the design of a featured kitchen as
one that Design Director, Martin Holliday, had
originally produced for a client in 2006.

A former Director of DF Furniture Limited had
visited Chiselwood’s Lincoln showroom twice in
2006, posed as a potential client and then
returned for a presentation of the original
drawings which he then took away with him.
This individual was then featured as the proud
owner of the new kitchen in the national
magazine article in 2007.

"Design creativity and the highest quality of
product and service are central to the ethos
and success of Chiselwood. Significant
investment is made each year in the creation
and marketing of new designs and we will
always protect our hard work," commented
Chiselwood Founder and Design Director,
Martin Holliday.

Chiselwood did not know of this activity and
they were extremely surprised to see the 2008
Brochure and website www.thedoormaker.com
and a picture of the Chapel Kitchen taking
centre stage. The pictures were used to sell a
range of doors but no mention was made in
any of the literature that this was not their
kitchen. Chiselwood had an excellent case in
passing off. 

Niall Head Rapson of ACID Accredited Law
Firm, McDaniel & Co said,  
"This is a classic example of a speedy result
following a letter before claim – 
the offending photographs were removed and
the brochure is being reprinted, I don’t think
this will happen again!"

Above and left : Chiselwood award winning designs

ACID MEMBERS CHISELWOOD
OBTAIN APOLOGY FROM 
DF FURNITURE OVER
UNAUTHORISED USE OF 
DESIGN DRAWINGS

The second action concerned the
unauthorised use of photographs of
Martin Holliday’s 2005 National
Kitchen Designer Award winning
kitchen created for Chapel Kitchen.
As a result of the award the Chapel
kitchen was photographed by a 
Mr Darren Chung on behalf of the
award organiser.  Unbeknown to
Martin, Mr Chung submitted the
photographs to a photo library
which made the images available 
for sale.  

EXHIBITION
WATCH POINTS
Exhibitions provide a terrific opportunity
to show case new products. They are also

the perfect environment for design thieves
to see, photograph and steal your designs.
A shot of your product mailed to a factory
in the Far East can metamorphosise into a

cheap look alike within days. So trade safe,
be design safe – watch your IP!

ARE YOU HAPPY FOR YOUR PRODUCTS TO BE
FREELY PHOTOGRAPHED? – IF NOT, HAVE A NO
PHOTOGRAPHY POLICY!
Remember with phone
cameras, your designs can
be sent across the world in
seconds and could be mass-
produced before you even
pack up your stand! All exhibitors at Autumn Fair,
Decorex and 100% Design are given an ACID No
Photography sign in their exhibitor’s packs 

DETERRENCE - ACID STAND SIGN
these have been created specifically to
ensure all visitors to your stand
know you are a member of an anti
copying organisation – ACID – with
a proven track record of many
successful legal actions.

PROOF - 
ENSURE YOU HAVE DOCUMENTATION
to say you own the IP rights or have a licence to
market the goods that appear on your stand.

MAKE SURE THAT THIS INFORMATION IS EASILY
ACCESSIBLE In any dispute the onus is on the
complainant to provide evidence of ownership,
originality and date of creation.

DESIGN PROTECTION - CONSIDER APPLYING FOR
A REGISTERED COMMUNITY DESIGN (RCD)
www.oami.europa.eu. 
This is a monopoly right covering 27 member states
and lasts for 25 years.

FREE ACID DESIGN DATA BANK - 
IF YOU HAVE NOT REGISTERED YOUR NEW
DESIGNS - Don't forget the ACID Design Data Bank
is FREE and houses thousands of member's designs -
independent evidence to support your unregistered
rights. 

IT’S VERY DIFFICULT TO TAKE ACTION
at an exhibition if there is no design audit trail or
evidence of ownership to support
registered/unregistered designs.

ACID will have a high profile presence at the above
exhibitions and will be supported by ACID Accredited 
Law Firms to give one to one advice at the IP clinics on a
variety of subjects and help if you are unlucky enough to
discover what you think may be a copy product.

Acid Exhibition Legal Hotline:

07956 229876
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ARBITRATION
AND LITIGATION –
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
Arbitration and mediation are
two different ways in which
parties may resolve disputes.

A rbitration has some similarities to litigation.  
Initially, the parties must agree to take their dispute

to arbitration.  Then they must appoint an arbitrator.
The parties must submit evidence to the arbitrator in
support of their arguments (similar to witness and expert
evidence in litigation) and ultimately attend a hearing
(like a trial).  The arbitrator will adjudicate on the issues
and make a decision on the outcome (much like a judge).

Arbitration can be a useful way of resolving disputes in
certain circumstances, particularly where the subject
matter is complex or requires specialist knowledge as the
parties can appoint an arbitrator with relevant expertise.
However, arbitration is not necessarily cheaper than
litigation.  In addition, the arbitrator’s decision on the
outcome and the remedy due to the ‘winning’ party is
final and binding and there is no scope for the parties to
creatively control the outcome of the process.

Meditation, however, is structured negotiation facilitated
by a mediator appointed by the parties.  The parties will
agree to meet at a given time and location and will
therefore enter into constructive discussions with a view
to resolving the dispute.  During the process, the parties
will usually have confidential discussions with the
mediator, this facilitates the settlement process by
helping the mediator and the parties identify common
ground.  A qualified and accredited mediator will add
value to the process and skillfully break down barriers
between the parties to give the best possible chance of a
successful outcome to the negotiations.  

It is cost effective and usually significantly cheaper
than litigation or arbitration

Disputes can be resolved quickly.  The parties dictate
when the mediation happens at their convenience

The negotiations are ‘without prejudice’ and
confidential

The parties remain in control of the process and have
complete freedom and flexibility to reach a creative
commercial settlement

It encourages communication and co-operation and
so preserves commercial relationships. 

Neither party loses the right to pursue other dispute
resolution options if the negotiations break down,
and...

If the dispute does ultimately go to
court, a party that has willingly
attempted to resolve the dispute by
mediation is more likely to have costs
awarded in its favour.

LEGAL adviceMEDIATION matters

Businesses of every size and in every sector are now turning
to mediation as the preferred means of dispute resolution.

The key benefits of mediation are:

IN MANY
INSTANCES
POSITIVE
ONGOING
COMMERCIAL
RELATIONSHIPS
HAVE BEEN
CREATED
FROM USING
CONFIDENTIAL
PROFESSIONAL
MEDIATION

mediation
a real alternative
to litigation >Inevitably, with an organisation of ACID’s size, member

to member complaints will arise, though these are
extremely rare (13 in 10 years!).  However, these alleged

copying complaints are treated extremely seriously and
mediated according to ACID's Code of Conduct which all
members sign on joining the organisation.  This involves an
initial opportunity for ACID to be a conduit in pre-
mediation correspondence. If pre-mediation
correspondence does not provide a satisfactory outcome,
members are obliged to attend a 3-hour mediation without
lawyer representation. The mediation is a without
prejudice and confidential meeting facilitated by an
experienced mediator.  

If there is a positive outcome, an agreement is created and signed by the
parties concerned. The terms of agreement are confidential. If the
mediation is not successful, both members are free to seek other ways to
resolve their differences, either through arbitration or via legal action.
The framework for member-to member disputes was created to provide
an alternative to litigation - which can often be a costly and protracted
process. In many instances, through mediation, positive ongoing
commercial relationships have been created. 

How mediation works
Members are requested to write to ACID on company headed 
notepaper outlining a summary of the complaint. 

ACID will contact an ACID Accredited Law Firm (ALF) to establish 
whether there is a legal case to answer. 

The ALF will not comment on the merits of the case but merely 
confirm that there are grounds for the complaint to be 
communicated to the other ACID member. This is because there 
have been instances where a member may have made an alleged 
complaint but there are no legal grounds because, for example, 
they may be relying on unregistered design rights which have 
expired. In which case, there would be no "legal" grounds to pursue
a complaint.

ACID will write to the other ACID member summarising the 
complaint and invite a response. A summary of the response will be
sent back to the member who is making the complaint.  
A limited amount of member to member pre-mediation 
correspondence can often produce a settlement which both parties 
accept, therefore avoiding mediation.   

In a recent successful mediation between two ACID members, confusion 
was caused by each seeking legal advice first before communicating the 
complaint, in writing, to ACID. Seeking legal advice is everyone's 
prerogative, as well as requesting ACID’s help in managed pre-mediation
correspondence. Although this had no long-term impact on the success 
of the outcome, it did result in additional work for both the members 
and ACID and the duplication of roles, but with one significant 
difference – COST!

Pre-mediation advice from any law firm is charged out on an
hourly rate, whilst pre-mediation correspondence between the
parties through ACID is free of charge. The negotiated cost of
mediation for ACID members is currently £750 per party.  

MEMBER TO
MEMBER
DISPUTES –
ACID MEDIATION

Dr Patricia Jones of Hammonds is a CEDR accredited
mediator and an ACID Mediate to Resolve panel member.
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For those who have suffered at the hands of IP theft and
those who wish to obtain or exploit their IP, the "BRIC"
countries (Brazil, Russia India and China) would appear
to have a long way to go to reach the IP credentials of
the UK, USA and Germany. 

Of the top tier "IP" countries the UK was strong overall.
Whilst most of us still find legal and registration costs
outrageously high, it would still appear the best place
either to register IP and/or to take legal action. The USA
strong though 6th for trade marks and Germany third
overall. In ACID’s experience taking legal action in IP
matters in Germany is relatively inexpensive and access
to the judicial system efficient and speedy. Whilst there
is a strong luxury brands lobby in France according to
TW, French courts often disappoint plaintiffs trying to
enforce their rights with moderate damages.
Registration of rights is seen as less than efficient in the
Netherlands, whilst in Spain proceedings apparently
take a long time similar to Italy, which is frustratingly
slow, and way down the poll in Tier 4. Poland as a
relative newcomer to the EU is one of the few EU
countries to have implemented a simplified Customs
Regulation procedure so its seizure and destruction
procedures are relatively streamlined.

At the recent INTA (International Trade Marks
Association conference) held in Berlin apparently 
the hot topic was mediation as a real alternative 
to litigation. ACID is, yet again, ahead of the game
having already launched its national mediation initiative
for IP dispute handling www.mediatetoresolve.com. 
If more Governments really put their full weight behind
a meditative approach to IP infringement, the speed 
at which problems could be solved could encourage
more corporate responsibility and respect for global
intellectual capital.

Experience of IP performance and the consequences of
IP infringement are generally known by those who battle
IP theft in world markets. A new Global Intellectual
Property Index, underpinned by statistical evidence
provides a useful assessment of the best and worst
jurisdictions to obtain, exploit, and attack particular
types of IP. The index has been launched by Taylor
Wessing (TW) in conjunction with Managing Intellectual
Property. Michael Frawley Managing UK Partner of Taylor
Wessing,  (UK) said, "IP law is developing rapidly in order
to meet the challenges of the ever increasing changes in
technology and no jurisdiction can afford to be
complacent about its legal system for IP". 

The index is based on the analysis TW ranked 22
jurisdictions in order of IP competitiveness 
(1 being excellent – 22 bottom of scale) and
created 5 tiers as seen below

Designs seems to have been excluded (yet again!) in any
analysis of IP rights, however, in focusing on the Big 3,
trade marks, patents and copyright, the general
level of country performance is fairly clear. (Through
ACID Lobby, ACID is assured by the UK Intellectual
Property Office (UKIPO) that more acknowledgement of
"Designs" as a legitimate IP right will be given in future!)  

The new president of WIPO (World Intellectual Property
Organisation) is a highly respected Australian within the
world of IP, Francis Gurry – let’s hope that a down under,
down to earth approach to the problems that the world
faces through blatant IP theft will receive a no-nonsense
practical approach, something the Australians are fairly
good at! 

Francis Gurry was welcomed by Jeremy Phillips of IPKat
as,  "A sincere and committed IP enthusiast" and looks
forward to his reign. Gurry is also the founder and head
of WIPO's Arbitration and Mediation Center. 

P Patents
TM Trade marks
© Copyright

Rank P TM ©

Tier 1 UK 1 1 2
USA 2 6 1
Germany 3 2 3

Tier 2 Netherlands 4 3 4
Australia 5 4 7
Canada 6 7 5
New Zealand 7 5 6
Singapore 8 8 8
France 9 9 9

Tier 3 Israel 10 10 10
Japan 11 12 11
Spain 12 11 12
South Africa 13 13 13
South Korea 14 14 14

Tier 4 Poland 15 15 16
Dubai 16 16 18
Italy 17 17 15
Mexico 18 18 17

Tier 5 India 19 20 19
Brazil 20 19 20
Russia 21 21 21
China 22 22 22

Some further
observations from
the report:

Two thirds of respondents
say that the time their
organisation spends
dealing with IP has
increased over the 
past 3 years.

For the third time in
a decade Russia is
undergoing an overhaul
of its IP laws.  

China is improving almost
monthly as it becomes
more aware of the value
of IP and the need to
protect its own IP.
Similarly Brazil has
improved its IP
enforcement efforts.

Although the UK is
ranked first with a
noticeably high rating, 
as a high cost litigation
jurisdiction, the UK fares
better than expected.
Unsurprisingly given the
low-cost, quick and
effective ex parte interim
junctions available in
Germany in relation to
enforcement, Germany
scored more highly than
the UK in relation to
enforcement.

A GLOBAL IP STRATEGY?
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
- OBTAIN, EXPLOIT or ATTACK?
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IP advice

ACID has recently launched a
comprehensive Trade Association
partnership scheme. 

The intention is to encourage all
Trade Associations involved with
the creative industries to have
the support and resource to
equip their members with IP
know-how. 
ACID can provide a powerful partnership for
those associations seeking to enhance their
member benefits, whilst helping to protect
their members through awareness and
education from IP theft (and the associated
damage this can cause) and endorsing all that
ACID represents in industry.  As a result of the
scheme’s launch, four key trade associations
have already partnered with ACID in order to
pass on the following ACID benefits to their
members:

An infrastructure of accessible and 
comprehensive IP support plus the 
multiple benefits of ACID membership

Enhancement of existing ACID Trade 
Association’s membership package with 
the addition of an IP resource,  relevant 
to the creative industries and their
membership profile.

Provision of support marketing to help 
promote ACID and its services to 
members

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION IS AN EXTREMELY IMPORTANT BUSINESS ASSET.
INVESTING IN ITS PROTECTION SHOULD BE A ‘NO-BRAINER’!...

Any Trade Association interested in
becoming an ACID Trade Association
partner is invited to contact the
ACID membership hotline:

+44 (0)845 644 3617

ACID 
TRADES UP!

IP matters

SARAH BIRKBECK 
of ACID Accredited law firm DMH Stallard recently worked on a case which
highlighted just how much damage this type of action could potentially 
have done, had the employer not acted swiftly to put a stop to it.  

Much has been made in the press recently about theft of personal data but
confidential data stolen from your business can also cause untold damage.
Most employees are not unscrupulous; but a small minority are and will not
hesitate to steal confidential information belonging to your business and use
it for their own benefit, regardless of the damage it may cause.

A Cautionary Tale
Beware business data thieves  

A few things to remember:
Ensure there are properly drafted employment or service
contracts which address the issue of ownership of 
intellectual property rights and confidential information,
the boundaries of use and the return of 
information/documentation/property upon termination.  

Confirm the position with regards to ownership of IP 
rights, which is that (with some specific exceptions) in 
the absence of any agreement to the contrary, works 
created during the course of employment belong to the 
employer.  Spelling out what you expect the position to 
be focuses the employees’ mind and should make it 
easier to pursue infringement/breach.  

Ensure that all employees value and will protect your 
intellectual property rights. 

Make it clear that access to confidential information is a
privilege at an appropriately senior level with sufficient 
safeguards.  

Do not leave confidential documents lying around or fail
to password protect them.  

Ensure your policy includes proper exit management, 
and that all property belonging to the business whether 
in soft or hard copy is returned and signed for prior to 
the employee leaving. Then check (but do not 
potentially corrupt by trying to investigate further) the 
contents of laptops, blackberries, mobile phones to 
confirm that all is as it should be!  

If you uncover anything unusual seek expert advice 
immediately. Tackling potential damage sooner gives the
legal team a better chance of recovery.

And finally on a more positive note – data stolen through
electronic means by an employee is likely to be traced.
Partly this is because the methods used are often
surprisingly unsophisticated – emails sent to a hotmail
account with client lists attached are not unusual. But
even for the more "sophisticated" offenders - covering
tracks is difficult when experts have access to the sort of
technology used by police to investigate the most serious
sorts of crimes like internet child pornography.

John had worked for a successful recruitment
agency for several years but had no written
contract of employment, they had just never got
around to formalising the paperwork. The
agency’s biggest asset was its database costing
thousands to which John had access.  John had
become unhappy and, unbeknown to his bosses,
plotted to set up in competition, using
confidential information and copying a large part
of the database giving him the unfair advantage
of the agency’s assets to damage the agency.  

John didn’t realise that even though he had no
formal contract he was subject to implied duties.
(e.g. to act at all times towards the employer with
good faith and fidelity and implied duties of
confidentiality). Employers can rely on the law to
protect confidential information if obtained
during the course of employment. It must not be
in the public domain but may be protected if it
could be of advantage to a trade rival. 

Following John’s resignation, a routine check of
his computer post-termination revealed system
and data irregularities.  The agency acted quickly.
John’s new business was traced and forensic
experts were drafted in and provided persuasive
evidence. A powerful court order was obtained
resulting in the discovery of memory sticks
containing the agency’s database at John’s new
premises.  In light of the overwhelming case
against him, the matter settled shortly thereafter
and John’s new business was held to account for
profits as a result of the misuse of the confidential
information. John was forbidden from using the
unlawfully obtained data, at risk of being sent to
prison for breaching the court order.

ACID > case study

ACID Accredited Law Firms can
be contacted by Acid members
via the Acid Legal Hotline:

+44 (0) 0845 230 5742

The International
Wallcovering
Manufacturers
Association
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In 1976, the Defendant Andrew Ainsworth, was commissioned by the Claimants to
produce the helmet, armour and other items ("the props"). He produced these using
vacuum-moulded plastic working from paintings of the characters, drawings and

clay models produced by the Claimants.

In 2004, Ainsworth began selling his own replicas, producing these from the original
moulds and tools which he had retained. His website contained statements like "made
by the original prop-maker from the original moulds". 

The Claimants sued for copyright infringement, passing off and, if the UK copyright
claim was unsuccessful, infringement of US copyright. 

Mr Justice Mann dismissed the UK copyright claim:

The props were not artistic works. They would have to be sculptures or works of 
artistic craftsmanship. Regarding sculptures the Judge outlined that although no 
artistic merit is required, artistic purpose is. He gave an example of some bricks 
on display at Tate Modern which could be a sculpture. The same pile, left on 
his drive by workman was not. The props were produced to identify the film 
characters, they had no artistic purpose. 

With artistic craftsmanship whilst the props were acts of craftsmanship they 
were not artistic. Their purpose was not to appeal as aesthetic but to convey
the film characters.

Section 51 CDPA 1988 provided a defence to any copyright in the 
drawings and paintings as they were design documents for the props.

The Judge dismissed the passing off claim (based partly on the website) as Ainsworth
was not seeking to sell his goods by reference to someone else’s goods or goodwill. 

The Claimant succeeded on its US copyright claim as Ainsworth’s defence would have
been that the items produced were utilitarian/functional items (under US law no
infringement). It was accepted the Claimant’s had the better case on this point in
reference to US jurisprudence.

The High Court has handed down it’s decision in 
Lucasfilm Ltd and others v Ainsworth and others, 
the "Star Wars" case.  It concerned a dispute about props
created for the 1977 film "Star Wars IV – A New Hope", 
in particular the iconic white helmet and armour of the
Imperial Stormtroopers.

of ACID MEMBERSHIP
the benefits!

ACID LOBBY – targeting Government and stakeholders
about design and innovation and the promotion of IP as
a positive force, helping to create a safer trading
environment for design to be fully exploited and
commercialised free from design piracy.

IP Audits and health checks – free IP Audits available
to corporate members and instant IP health checks
available to all members. 

Use of ACID logo – strengthen deterrence and
communicate your anti copying strategy by using the
powerful Member of ACID logo together with suggested
copyright statement on your website and all marketing
material. 

ACID Design Register – free and unlimited service
available to every member. All new designs or creative
work can be logged with us to establish a date of
origination and provide third party evidence to support
Unregistered Community and UK Unregistered design
rights. 

Initial, free Legal Advice – a new and dynamic ACID
legal offer from local to global, providing specialist IP
legal advice for start-ups, small and medium sized
enterprises and corporate ACID members accessed
through a dedicated IP hotline. Reduced legal rates for all
ACID members. 

Industry Standard Generic Agreements – re-usable
legal agreements from £50 plus VAT.  

Quarterly ACID magazine and monthly e-
newsletter – packed full of useful tips and FAQ’s as well
as the latest news on successful cases and the latest ACID
initiatives. 

ACID Website, Members Area – access to this area via
email address and a password. 

Industry Forums – regular informal, round table
discussions with frequent design protection clinics and
subject specific seminars.

IP Insurance – affordable legal expenses IP insurance 
at discounted rates is available in conjunction with React
Insurance. You insure your home, your car, so why not
your business?

Trade Mark and Design Service – ACID’s associate
lawyers offer preferential rates for a Trade Mark and
Design Registration service.  

ACID Mediation – a cost and time effective way to
solve member-to-member disputes together with a new
initiative Mediate to Resolve. ACID’s trained mediators
can also help to resolve disputes with non-members. 

Proven Track record – over 260 settlements with over
two million pounds recovered in costs and damages –
only 3 have reached a final court hearing 

ACID Accredited Exhibition Organiser initiative  –
free on-the-spot mediation service -The ACID Exhibition
Protocol - available during accredited exhibitions to all
exhibitors. To date 2000+ mediations, less than 30%
required further legal action

An aggressive naming and shaming media and
communication policy in successful settlements

Practical low cost, no cost tools of self-help
including regular FAQs and legal tips. Industry
watchdog. Regular ACID News Flashes, Free user
friendly IP Guide, ACID Trading – self help tools. 

Powerful Media Supporter initiative.

During Spring Fair 2008, Andy Kingston of Fiesta contacted the ACID stand because he
had noticed (during set-up) that Nemesis were exhibiting "Green Lady" wall decorations
which he believed were identical to the Fiesta "Green Spirit" wall decorations. 
ACID Accredited law firm Hammonds conducted an initial review of the products, 
and considered there was a prima facie issue for Nemesis to answer so, together with
Dids Macdonald, ACID’s CEO, initiated the ACID exhibition protocol to communicate 
the complaint to Nemesis.  

Andy Kingston of Fiesta said, "following contact by Fiesta, Nemesis acknowledged the
existence of the intellectual property rights in the "Green Spirit" design, designed by
David Lawrence and exclusively licensed to Fiesta, and has withdrawn the "Green Lady"
wall decorations from sale".

"I have worked with David Lawrence for several years. For successful companies like
Fiesta, the designers with whom we work are our lifeblood and we are pleased that
Nemesis has acknowledged the existence of his intellectual property rights in the 
Green Spirit wall decorations".

Dids Macdonald, ACID’s CEO said, "Fiesta Collectables have endorsed the aims and
objectives of Anti Copying in Design for many years. Andy Kingston’s professional
respect and support for the designers and artists with whom he works
demonstrates the high value he places on original design".
www.fiestacollectables.com

Andrew Lee of ACID
Accredited Law Firm
McDaniel & Co
commented:

This ruling provides a point
of general interest in that it
gives guidance as to when a
piece of work may be
regarded as a sculpture
and/or work of artistic
craftsmanship. An interesting
point was that the Claimants
relied on drawings and
paintings created in the
1970’s and some
contemporaneous diary
records. It also indicates the
importance of creating and
keeping original drawings,
ensuring that all entries are
dated. In this case the court
had to try and piece together
a timeline of when drawings
were produced as
some were
undated.

FIESTA TAKES ACTION IN COPYRIGHT COMPLAINT!
ACID MEMBER Fiesta Collectables Limited ("Fiesta") has successfully handled an
intellectual property (IP) rights issue with Nemesis Now Limited ("Nemesis"),
demonstrating how keen vigilance and IP awareness can reap dividends.

Above: Fiesta’s Green Spirit.

Nemesis’s Green Lady (below)
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Clan Art
gets 

IP under
it’s belt!

10

acid members

T he distinctive feature of the products is the various decorations
that are applied to them.  The decorations constitute original
artistic works, being a combination of various features to

produce a new design. Over the summer of 2006 ClanArt noticed a
distinct change in the pattern of sales from their many customers.
After 6 years of working in the market the sales patterns were very
predictable and for some unknown reason sales began dropping and
being erratic.  

As the company had good working relationships with all their
customers they decided to investigate what was causing the drop off
in sales.  They believed that it was due to the influx of cheap imports
from the Far East and Pakistan that was affecting their business; they
decided to contact their main customers to find out what was
happening.  They were told that sales were "slow and the market was
slowing down and that it would soon pick up and that this was due
to low cost imports and also fewer visitors from the US." Accepting
these comments, ClanArt continued as normal but to their surprise a
few months later they started seeing copies of their products being
advertised on several customers’ websites and eBay, these products
had many similarities to ClanArt’s original designs.  

ClanArt discovered two companies - their main competitor - 
Dalman & Narborough Limited and one of their main customers,
Margaret Morrison Limited, were offering for sale identical products
with decoration applied to them that reproduced the whole and/or 
a substantial part of ClanArt’s copyright works. After doing almost
eight months of research ClanArt had eventually gathered enough
evidence to decide to take the companies that were infringing their
rights to court.

A cease and desist letter was sent to the two companies, who denied
infringement, on the basis that Mr and Mrs Lane’s works were not
original, as they featured Celtic knot work that had allegedly been
around for centuries. However they had failed to appreciate that a
new combination of antecedent features can result in a new, original
work.

Proceedings were issued and served upon the two companies, who
then agreed to cease manufacture of the infringing items as well as
paying ClanArt a 5 figure sum in damages and ClanArt’s legal costs.
As part of the settlement they also agreed to send all the masters,
moulds and any remaining castings to ClanArt.

Simon commented that "It was a risky thing for us to do, but when
two companies are taking away your business and livelihood, you
have to fight or flight! After speaking with several solicitors and
business friends, many of whom told us to avoid litigation at all costs,
we decided that we wanted to show that we would not just roll over"
he continued "as we are members of ACID, an organisation fighting
for protection of creative rights with access to specialist IP lawyers
and barristers, we decided that we would protect our rights. As a
designer, when you see someone copying your designs you get a sick
feeling in your stomach, which rapidly turns to anger that someone
has violated your work. Your instinct says that you will go after them
whatever it takes, but my feeling is that you then have to step back
and look at the situation logically and
clearly, before thinking what action 
to take……then research, prepare,
plan and fight - or forget it and get 
on with your life!"

All masters and
originals are also
stored carefully,
straight after we
have moulded
them along with
any other artwork
or information.
Copies of our
designs are sent to
the ACID Design
Data bank which
will provide
further proof of
ownership should
we be legally
challenged

W ithin months of set-up Graham and Simon Lane
experienced meteoric growth, supplying premium
quality key rings, badges and jean buckles to

leading names like Ferrari, Harrods, BBC, Xerox, Kawasaki,
Sony, Sky, Warner Brothers and Disney while taking serious
orders for their expanding range of music merchandise
from groups including The Rolling Stones, Madonna, U2,
Spice Girls and Status Quo.  The brothers’ quality of
workmanship combined with attention to detail and
strong business acumen ensured an excellent reputation
and quick expansion.

‘However, after our fantastic start and years of excellent
trading we gradually recognised our market share was
being eroded’ explained Simon,  ‘We were experiencing
increasing pressure from Chinese companies who were
directly marketing to the end users by email and exhibiting
at trade shows in the UK.  It  became apparent our
customers were placing their larger orders directly with
China and giving us the smaller more complicated and
time consuming business, which was not cost-effective’. 

Realising The Bulldog Buckle Company’s bark was losing its
bite and that they could no longer compete within a new
cut-throat, price competitive market, Simon bought his
brother out and with his wife and business partner
Katherine re-focused his business talents and built up
ClanArt, producers of premium quality Celtic and highland
dress related items. 

However, with the threat of copying still lurking behind the
launch of each new product, ClanArt decided to join ACID
in 2006. ‘Once we made the decision to do this we felt
commercially empowered, rather than threatened by
having the weight of ACID behind us’.

The diverse talents of two brothers, one a production
engineer and the other a leading model maker, combined in
Feb 1989 to launch ‘The Bulldog Buckle Company’ -  a new,
innovative business with a great deal of bark – and bite!

Simon and Katherine Lane
are ACID members and trade
under the name ClanArt.
They design, manufacture
and sell a range of fittings to
compliment both traditional
and contemporary Scottish
and Irish dress. 

BELOW: Picture clearly showing
Clan Art’s original thistle design
cantle and a copy (shown above).

BELOW: Clan Art cantle

CLAN ART

RIGHT:
ACID member

Simon Lane 
from Clan Art
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latest new members list

Celiberti Design Ltd Kitchen/Bathrooms
La Cafetiere Kitchenware
Susanne Powell Lighting
Able2Wear Ltd Other
BuggyBaskets Ltd Other
Charlie's Ark Other
Charlotte Hughes-Martin Other
Electra Powrr (Research & Design) Ltd Other
Gifts By Design Ltd Other
Jolaby Other
Karen Lawrence Glass Other
Natthakur London Other
Timeless Ltd Other
Virginia Wright Glass Design Other
Be Eco UK Ltd Product Design
Christopher Harkin Product Design
Craster Product Design
Domesticity Product Design
Hamish Bigg Product Design
Jonmartindesigns Product Design
Kaley Woods Product Design
Loic de Buck Product Design
Modelrooms Product Design
Morris Design Office Product Design
Peter Valori Product Design
Punch Designs Product Design
Shalewa Jewellery Product Design
Susan Bradley Design Product Design
Susan Foley Design Ltd Product Design
TagEm UK LTD Product Design
Or Wot! Ltd Textiles
Selina Rose Textiles
Bo Peep Kids Toys

Company Name Industry ID

Blackbird Pottery Ceramics
Julie Spurgeon Ceramics
Synergy Soul Designs Ltd Design Consultancy
Afxentiou Fabric & Textiles
Gonsalves & Hall Fabric & Textiles
Ali Malek Fashion
Cuba Imports Limited Fashion
Modarama (London) Ltd Fashion
Wayne Lee Maynard Fashion
Claire Malet Fine Art
Saligo Design Ltd Fine Art
Spirit Fires Ltd T/A CVO Fire Fires & Fireplaces
Alanna Johnstone Furniture
Barn & Brook Furniture
Freeform Design Furniture
George Gold Furniture Design Furniture
James Gilbert & Son Furniture
Joanne Maylin Furniture
Kell (UK) Ltd Furniture
Modena Furniture Furniture
Pottinger & Cole Furniture
The Silkwood Chair Company Ltd Furniture
Believe You Can Giftware
Little Black Duck Ltd Giftware
Moobaacluck Giftware
Nuptial Nets Giftware
Sharon Dold Designs Giftware
Badgemaster Graphics
Smith Graphics
Giles Cooke Design T/A TICARD Greetings Cards
Lucy Jane Batchelor Greetings Cards
Something For The Girls Greetings Cards
Francisca Prieto Interior Accessories
Glasszoo Interior Accessories
Hug X Ltd Interior Accessories
Product Of Your Environment Interior Accessories
ASP Design Interior Design
Anthony Roussel Jewellery
Benchpeg Ltd Jewellery
Louise Seijen Ten Hoorn Jewellery
Magpie Vintage Jewellery
Mari Eluned Jewellery
Nik Stanbury Jewellery
Pa-Pa Jewellery Designs Jewellery

Company Name Industry ID

ACID’s joining criteria for new members
In accordance with the clause that all new members will become
provisional members for the first 6 months, we publish a list in each
newsletter of those companies that have joined the organisation. In
the event that there is a complaint about any of these new provisional
members, please write to the Chief Executive together with
substantiated facts. Hearsay, rumour or unsubstantiated facts will not
be considered under any circumstances. Any complaints about a
provisional ACID member will be put before a panel comprising ACID's
legal advisor, ACID's Chief Executive and two corporate ACID members
from a different industry sector. If the panel decides that the
complaint be upheld their decision is final and no further
correspondence will be entered into. This panel will sit twice a year.

RIGHT:
Katherine Lane 

if you have a problem call the Legal
Hotline on +44 (0)845 230 5742

ACID has received huge support from editors and journalists, 
who place the subject of intellectual property awareness high on
their agenda and continually feature success stories, initiatives,
concerns and warnings against the potential devastation of
intellectual property infringement. Many thanks to the above
publications who are all ACID Media Supporters.

Together we are
helping to create
awareness and a
safer commercial
environment for all!

CLAN ART gets IP under it’s belt. continued >>

Helping ACID
members to
safeguard their 
IP rights

The ACID legal hotline, manned
by specialist, knowledgeable, 
ACID Accredited lawyers means
we can make informed decisions
whether to fight to protect 
our designs.

Simon Lane 
Clan Art

ClanArt now have a sound IP strategy in place.  ‘ACID
advised us to keep an audit trail of all our work – which
we do!  We keep all accounts and purchase orders from
our suppliers for longer than the usual 7 years to back
up our sales invoices for each specific product and
dates for when each product was introduced.  All
masters and originals are also stored carefully, straight
after we have moulded them along with any other
artwork or information.  Copies of our designs are sent
to the ACID Design Data bank which will provide
further proof of ownership should we be legally
challenged.’

ClanArt products have been copied world-wide (with
look alikes being seen in countries like South Africa,
Spain, France and the Canary Islands) so the company
have been diligent about developing their IP strategy in
tandem with their growth.

‘My advice to anyone who runs a design studio, or uses
freelance artists, is to ensure you have an agreement
regarding ownership of origination.  If you have staff

working for you, make sure that they have signed an
agreement saying that your company owns the designs
that they create on your behalf.  If possible try to add
their signature at the bottom of each piece of artwork
saying that they produced it for .........(your company)
along with the date.  If they have used any artwork for
reference it would be useful to add any information to
your records as memories fade and get distorted very
quickly. Bottom line, if you need to go to court you have
to have your facts backed up!  This also helps give you a
bit more confidence when dealing with infringing
companies! 

There is no doubt, ACID has provided us with the
professional back up we need to go to market with
confidence. The ACID Legal hotline, manned by specialist,
knowledgeable, ACID Accredited lawyers means we can
make informed decisions whether to fight to protect our
designs.  With ACID’s support, ClanArt has a fantastic IP
resource and this has proved much, much more
than a shoulder to cry on when things go wrong!’

BELOW: Clan Art pewter
stag head buckle design
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